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Abstract 
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is well suited to rapidly produce complex and customized 
geometries economically for low production runs. However, there is an inherent need for post-
AM machining and surface finishing in most metal AM applications. Centrifugal Disc Finishing 
(CDF) is a media-based mass finishing process that can be employed to improve surface finish of 
external surfaces of AM parts with complex geometry. This original study aims to understand the 
influence of CDF processing conditions on Ti64 gear teeth fabricated via Powder Bed Fusion 
(PBF). A detailed statistical analysis is conducted to analyze the effectiveness of CDF to 
improve surface roughness of different build surfaces of the AM gear teeth. In addition, both 
contact profilometer and X-ray Computer Tomography (CT) techniques are applied to evaluate 
its effectiveness to measure CDF and AM surface finishing. Findings from this study on CDF of 
gear AM will benefit metal AM community by better understanding the impact of CDF 
processing conditions for surface improvements in mass finishing of metal AM parts.  

Keywords: Centrifugal disc finishing; AM surface finishing; AM gears; surface roughness; CT 
roughness measurements; powder bed fusion 

Introduction 
In recent years, disruptive development in Additive Manufacturing (AM) has given 
manufacturers the ability to overcome previous geometric limitations in manufacturing 
processes. Commercial AM metal products, such as gears and other crucial mechanical 
components, have begun to be widely adapted to AM production. Although AM offers many 
benefits in overcoming geometric limitations in different applications, higher geometry 
complexity has also increased the difficulty and cost in post-finishing procedures. Given this 
increase, the cost of post-finishing is becoming one of the largest factors in metal Additive 
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Manufacturing cost. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reported that 
the cost of AM post-processing can range from 4%-13% of the total manufacturing cost, 
depending on the process [1]. Similarly, Wohlers Report 2019 indicated that “more than 26% of 
the cost is from post-processing” [2]. Although typical post-processing procedures such as CNC 
machining provide good precision and surface finish, post-finishing procedures have increased 
lead time and cost due to low capacity, long setup time, and high machining cost. Furthermore, 
CNC machining-based tool path planning and tool accessibility also have become a critical 
limitation in AM designs. As the geometry complexity in AM objects increases, post-processing 
cost and difficulties increase as well.  
 
Centrifugal Disc Finishing (CDF) is a common type of abrasive media-based mass finishing 
process for surface finish improvement. Similar mass finishing processes include vibratory bowl, 
drag finishing, stream finishing, and centrifugal bowl finishing. However, unlike many Mass 
Finishing processes, CDF does not require any fixtures or additional supports for parts. While the 
media-based mass finishing processes often require more time than similar machining processes, 
the setup time, capacity, and ability to handle complex parts can be superior to CNC machining. 
The primary investigation in the paper is to determine the change in surface roughness of Powder 
Bed Fusion (PBF) built Ti-64 gear teeth after CDF post-processing, with respect to CDF process 
parameters. 
 
Literature Review 
The CDF machine consists of a stationary barrel with a disc shaped rotor at the bottom of the 
barrel (Figure 1). While running, the disc rotates at high speed and “the mass within the 
container is accelerated outward and then upward against the stationary side walls of the 
container, which act as a brake. The media and parts rise to the top of the load and then flow in 
toward the center and back down to the disc” [3]. The barrel size, media, and rotational speed 
vary depending on type of machine and part to be finished. CDF can be operated either with or 
without lubricant, known as wet or dry, respectively. Kitajima et al. [4] studied how the flow-
through system in CDF affects the material removal rate and surface roughness. The lubricant 
type and flow rate impact were compared in terms of surface roughness and stock removal rate. 
The experiment finds the highest flow rate result in lowest surface roughness in comparison to 
lower flow rate and batched lubricant. Furthermore, stock removal rate is the highest when flow 
rate is set at lowest. According to user manual of Walther Trowal TT45 Centrifugal Disc Unit, 
key parameters of the CDF include media size, rotational speed, and lubricant concentration. 
Matsumoto et al. [5] investigated distribution of flow pressure of the media under both dry and 
wet conditions. The results showed that the bottom half of the barrel exhibited higher pressure 
under both conditions, and the stock removal in the dry processes was greater than that of the wet 
process. 
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Figure 1. Walther Trowal TT45 Centrifugal Disc Finishing Unit 

 

Furthermore, mechanical simulations have been conducted for centrifugal disc finishing. 
Sutowski et al. [6, 7] simulated the media flowing mechanism of centrifugal disc finishing. The 
result determined that the media in the bottom half of the barrel had higher velocity and energy. 
Cariapa et al. [8] developed a material removal rate prediction model for CDF with spherical 
ceramic media. The main predictors consist of the density ratio and hardness ratio of testing 
metal and media. The most appropriate exponential fitted model exhibited a maximum of 16% 
deviation. Although studies in CDF material removal rate or surface roughness prediction 
models are scarce, prediction models and for vibratory finishing processes have been studied 
through a few approaches including experiment based approach, surface geometry based 
approach, discreet element analysis, and computational fluid dynamics analysis, [9–12]. 
Vijayaraghavan et al. [13] summarized literatures on varieties of mass finishing studies and 
conducted an experiment using a vibratory finishing process. A model for Ra (arithmetic mean) 
surface roughness based on media shape, conical and cylindrical, was developed and tested with 
input parameters consisting of orientation, lubricant concentration, and processing time.  
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Jamal & Morgan [14] conducted an experiment to test surface roughness improvement 
effectiveness on Selective Laser Melting (SLM) fabricated Ti-64 samples. Subjects are tested 
through drag finishing, stream finishing, high energy centrifugal barrel finishing, and centrifugal 
disc finishing. Although the centrifugal disc was found to be the least efficient in comparison to 
the other processes, the author stated that the media type used in this study was not optimal. 
Boschetto et al. [15] conducted an investigation on using Centrifugal Barrel Finishing to process 
SLM fabricated Ti-64 parts. This study considered stratification angle, rotational speed, and 
processing time as parameters that affected resultant surface roughness. The result indicated that 
90-degree stratification angle specimens are harder to process than 0-degree specimens, while
45-degree specimens had medium behavior. Overall, there exist few studies in CFD application
for post-processing AM parts. In this paper, the effect of CDF process parameters on the surface
roughness of Ti-64 AM parts is examined and statistically analyzed to investigate applicability of
CDF in metal AM post-processing.

Methods 
Experiment Setup 
The 3D-printer used in this experiment was the 3D Systems Prox DMP 320 Powder Bed Fusion 
printer. The powder used was Ti6Al4V (Grade 23) with a nominal size of 15-45 micrometer. A 
total of 21 gear teeth samples were printed, each consisting of one and a half teeth (Figure 2). 
The nominal dimensions of the samples were 0.44 x 0.45 x 0.50 mm3 (Figure 3). The gear teeth 
were built vertically along the Z-direction, which was perpendicular to build plate, as seen in 
Figure 2. Each sample number was directly printed onto the structure using a boss on the top face 
(Figure 4). The support structure was manually scraped off the build plate and the samples did 
not undergo heat treatment or any other post-processing techniques before the CDF process.  

Figure 2. CAD model of the gear tooth samples used in this study, including build direction 
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Figure 3. Dimensioned drawing of the gear teeth samples 

Figure 4. Various views of the as-printed gear teeth samples 
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CDF Machine Parameters 
The focus of this study was on investigating how rotational speed (RPM) and processing time 
(minutes) of the CDF process affect the surface roughness of the samples. The triangular ceramic 
media used is shown in Figure 5, with nominal dimensions of 4 mm x 10 mm. The loading ratio, 
lubricant flow rate, and finishing media remained fixed throughout the experiment. 18 of the 
samples were processed under six different conditions, in groups of three, and compared to the 
remaining three control (as-built) samples (Table 1).  

Figure 5. Triangular ceramic media used in CDF, with nominal dimensions of 4 mm x 10 mm 

Table 1. CDF processing conditions for each gear teeth sample, including the processing speed 
(RPM) and duration (minutes). 

Sample Number CDF Processing Conditions 
1, 2, 3 15 minutes, 200 RPM 
4, 5, 6 30 minutes, 200 RPM 
7, 8, 9 60 minutes, 200 RPM 

10, 11, 12 30 minutes, 150 RPM 
13, 14, 15 30 minutes, 250 RPM 
16, 17, 18 30 minutes, 280 RPM 
19, 20, 21 None 

Surface Profilometer Data Acquisition 
A Taylor-Hobson Surtronic S128 profilometer was used to collect the surface roughness data for 
five different directions on each sample, shown in Figure 6. Directions 1 and 2 are along exterior 
face of the sample, parallel and perpendicular to the build direction, respectively. Directions 3 
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and 4 are along the interior tooth profile, parallel and perpendicular to the build direction, 
respectively. Direction 5 is along the exterior tooth profile, perpendicular to the build direction. 
While the most common roughness measurements in gear teeth analysis are taken along the tooth 
profile (directions 4 and 5), these five directions allow for the comparison of the CDF finishing 
capabilities in multiple areas. The first area of interest is the comparison of surface roughness for 
features parallel and perpendicular to the build layers. Next, the difference in roughness of 
external and internal features can be investigated. Finally, the surface profiles of flat faces can be 
compared to those of curved features. According to a review by Townsend et al. [16], ISO 4287 
arithmetic mean (Ra) surface roughness is the most widely used surface metrology benchmark in 
AM literature. In this study, both arithmetic mean surface roughness (Ra) and mean roughness 
depth (Rz) were evaluated statistically and determine the relationship between processing time, 
rotational speed, and surface roughness. 

 
Figure 6. CAD model of gear teeth sample, showing the five directions used for surface 

roughness measurements 
 

Surface Inspection Using Micro-CT 
Micro-CT scans were obtained using a General Electric v|tome|x L300 nano/microCT scanner. In 
order to capture the data of small features, a voxel size of 11 µm was chosen. The raw scan data 
was imported into ImageJ. The stack was converted to 8-bit from 32-bit for ease of data 
handling. Processed image files were then transferred to Avizo for 3D image reconstruction. 
 
 
Discussion and Analysis 
Individual Surface Regression Results (Ra) 
The individual surface roughness data (Ra) collected for each group of test variable 
combinations can be seen in Figures 7-11. The Ra surface roughness linear regression result for 
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Directions 1, 2, and 4 showed that rotational speed (RPM) was a significant parameter, at α=0.05 
significance level (Figures A1, A2, and A4), but not significant for profiles 3 and 5 (Figures A3, 
A5). The parameter time (minutes) is not a significant parameter for all surfaces, using a α=0.05 
significance level. The boxplots trends indicate external surfaces (Directions 1,2, and 5) showed 
more surface roughness reductions than internal surfaces (Direction 3,4). The summary of the 
statistical test results for each individual surface are summarized in Table 2. The Ra data from 
each surface is not consistent with the assumption that both processing time and rotational speed 
are significant parameters on resultant surface roughness. The authors assumed the reasons of 
statistical test failure can be attributed a few sources. A limited number of combinations of 
processing time and rotational speed were conducted. The initial surface roughness of the printed 
samples (unfinished) varied significantly. The phenomenon was noticed during the experiment 
while some as-build samples have much lower or higher surface roughness than average.  

Table 2. ANOVA significance for Ra values of each surface profile, for both speed and duration 
and using a significance level of α=0.05  

Surface 
(Ra) RPM Significance (α=0.05) Time Significance (α=0.05) 

1 Significant Insignificant 

2 Significant Insignificant 

3 Insignificant Insignificant 

4 Significant Insignificant 

5 Insignificant Insignificant 

A categorical regression of all roughness data was then performed, taking into account the 
measurement location for each sample. The results indicated both surface and measurement 
location are significant parameters to the resultant surface roughens, at α=0.05 significance level. 
Processes duration (time) was found to not be a significant parameter in this regression test.  
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Figure 7. Ra values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for exterior surface parallel 
to build direction (Direction 1) 

Figure 8. Ra values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for exterior surface 
perpendicular to build direction (Direction 2) 
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Figure 9. Ra values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for interior tooth surface 
parallel to build direction (Direction 3) 

Figure 10. Ra values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for interior tooth surface 
perpendicular to build direction (Direction 4) 
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Figure 11. Ra values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for exterior tooth surface 

parallel to build direction (Direction 5) 
 

Individual Surface Regression Results (Rz) 

Similarly, the individual surface roughness data (Rz) collected for each group of test variable 
combinations can be seen in Figures 12-16. The linear regression results for Profiles 1 and 4 
showed that rotational speed (RPM) was a significant parameter but process duration (minutes) 
was not significant, at α=0.05 significance level (Figures A7 and A10). Regression results for 
Directions 2 and 5 indicated both rotational speed (RPM) and duration (minutes) were significant 
parameters, at α=0.05 significance level (Figures A8 and A11). Neither rotational speed (RPM) 
nor duration (minutes) was significant at α=0.05 significance level for the Direction 3 (Figure 
A9). The analytical result of Rz is summarized in Table 3. Although not all individual surfaces 
regression were consistent with the assumption that both speed and time are significant 
parameter to resultant surface roughness, the boxplot of Rz showed a greater roughness reduction 
in comparison to the Ra plots. It also demonstrates the assumption that combination of the 
highest speed and duration resulted in the greatest decreases in surface roughness. Furthermore, 
the similar categorical regression with Rz indicated profile location, speed, and processing time 
are all significant parameters at α=0.05 significance level (Figure A12). The result proves that 
aside from speed and processing time, sample measurement location and direction had 
significant impact on the surface roughness. Additionally, while abrasive medias were able to 
reduce the external roughness gradually, the media size used in this experiment may have not 
been suitable for internal features, like surface 3, which showed least reduction and failed to 
satisfy all statistical tests. However, the Rz boxplot of surface 3 (Figure 14) did show a 
noticeable reduction in surface roughness in comparison to as-built samples (Samples 19-21).  
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Table 3. ANOVA significance for Rz values of each surface profile, for both speed and duration 
and using a significance level of α=0.05 

Surface 
(Rz) 

RPM Significance (α=0.05) Time Significance (α=0.05) 

1 Significant Insignificant 

2 Significant Significant 

3 Insignificant Insignificant 

4 Significant Insignificant 

5 Significant Significant 
 
 

 
Figure 12. Rz values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for exterior surface 

parallel to build direction (Direction 1) 
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Figure 13. Rz values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for exterior surface 

perpendicular to build direction (Direction 2) 

 
Figure 14. Rz values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for interior tooth surface 

parallel to build direction (Direction 3) 
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Figure 15. Rz values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for interior tooth surface 

perpendicular to build direction (Direction 4) 

 
Figure 16. Rz values (µin) for each set of CDF processing conditions for exterior tooth surface 

parallel to build direction (Direction 5) 
 
The Rz regression analysis demonstrated a significant increase in the R-squared value in 
compression to Ra regression result. Furthermore, all predictor parameters were proved 
significant at 95% confidence level. One cause for the Rz statistical model being better than Ra 
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model can be attributed to the processes in which CDF smooths the surface by removing “peaks” 
and leaving “valleys” mostly unaffected. A comparison of the trace profile for Sample 19 
(control) and Sample 16 (280 RPM, 30 min) is shown in Figures 17 and 18. It can be seen the 
profilometer plots that the peaks on Sample 16 are much softer than the sharp ones seen on 
Sample 19. This same sentiment is corroborated by the CT reconstruction of the same samples in 
Figure 20. By observing the CT reconstructions, it can be seen that the CDF process dramatically 
effects the samples’ exterior edges by rounding the sharp corners. Therefore, Rz surface 
roughness which averages “peak” to “valley” distance on measured surfaces, seems more 
suitable for comparing this process. The statistical analysis and physical surface profile trace 
phenomenon demonstrated Rz is a better representation of surface roughness in comparison to 
Ra.  

Figure 17. Surface roughness profile for Sample 19 (control) as collected by profilometer 

Figure 18. Surface roughness profile for Sample 16 (280 RPM, 30 min) as collected by 
profilometer 

Furthermore, significant lack of fit exists through all statistical analysis, which conclude that 
linear regression might not be suitable for this study. The CT scanned samples were 
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reconstructed to visualize surface roughness change under different processing conditions. 
(Figure 19) The reconstructed images showed much more surface smoothing effect on the edges, 
while higher speed and longer time processing condition showed more aggressive surface 
smoothing effect on both surfaces and edges.  
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Figure 19. CT reconstructions of select gear teeth samples after CDF processing 

 

Control 
200 RPM 

15 Min 

200 RPM 

30 Min 

200 RPM 

60 Min 

150 RPM 

30 Min 

280 RPM 

30 Min 
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Mechanical Test 
It is common knowledge in conventional metal manufacturing that fatigue strength can be 
enhanced by improving surface finish. To understand if the same principle is applicable for 
Additively Manufactured Ti6Al4V samples, Single Tooth Bending Fatigue (STBF) Gear Test 
(Modification of SAE J1619) was performed. Gear samples that finished under 200 RPM 15 min 
condition were Electro Discharge Machined(EDM) into single gear teeth. The testing setup is 
shown in Figure 20(a)&(b). The bending test machines used was 100 kN Servo-hydraulic 
Universal Test Machine with 30 Hz test frequency. 

Figure 20. STBF Test Setup: (a) Servo-hydraulic Bending Fatigue Test Machine (b) Gear Tooth 
in fixture  

Three samples were tested. The first sample was tested with a maximum bending stress of 200 
MPa and did not fail in 2,000,000 cycles. The second sample was tested under 400 MPa bending 
stress and a crack was observed at 241,650 cycles on the root fillet on the opposite side of the 
tooth from the test fillet. This root is loaded in compression., see Figure 21. The same 
phenomenon occurred in Test 3 with the sample loaded to 500 MPa at approximately 250,000 
cycles. In conventionally manufactured gears, the crack should initiate at the tensile side (the 
same side where load is applied). However, this unexpected behavior of crack initiation on 
compressive side calls for further metallurgical characterization. It is possible that the AM build 
contained porosity and/or intermetallic phases that are not typical in conventional gear materials. 
These defects could be susceptible to failure (crack initiation and growth) under compression 
that is not typical in wrought materials. 
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Figure 21. Crack initiated on compressive side unexpectedly under 400 and 500 MPa. 
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Conclusions & Future Work 
The overall regression analysis for Ra values showed the location of measurement and rotational 
speed were significant parameters, while processing duration was not significant, using a 95% 
confidence level. However, this can be attributed to limited variable combinations and the range 
of duration values used not being as wide as the set of rotational speed values. The overall 
regression for Rz showed that location of measurement, rotational speed, and processing duration 
were all significant predictors for surface roughness response, for the same confidence level. The 
profilometer profile trace showed significant reduction and rounding of sharp peaks. CT image 
reconstruction of the gear samples also showed a noticeable rounding of sharp exterior corners. 
Although there was no direct relationship observed between the CT and profilometer data, it was 
determined that higher rotational speed and longer processing time resulted in lower surface 
roughness for both measurements. In consideration together with the regression result, Rz 
showed more roughness reduction and better statistical model reliability in comparison to Ra. 
However, linear regression showed high level of lack of fit in this study.   
 
The result has proved CDF applicability in surface improvement for AM external features. 
However, further work is needed to better optimization the process. This experiment only 
considered rotational speed and processing duration as predictors, while literature have shown 
other parameters such as loading ratio, media geometry/size, workpiece hardness, and lubricant 
flow rate to be significant in final surface roughness. For future work, further statistical analysis 
is needed to investigate more predictors and their interaction to determine an optimized material 
removal rate and surface roughness prediction model. Furthermore, geometric dimensions and 
tolerances need to be investigated for CDF processed AM parts so that the geometric dimensions 
and material removal relationship can be interpreted. Further investigation on AM gear material 
properties is also needed to explain the unexpected fatigue test behavior.   
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Appendix 

Figure A1. ANOVA table for Ra values (µin) of all samples for exterior surface parallel to build 
direction (Direction 1) 

Figure A2. ANOVA table for Ra values (µin) of all samples for exterior surface perpendicular to 
build direction (Direction 2) 
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Figure A3. ANOVA table for Ra values (µin) of all samples for inteterior tooth profile parallel 

to build direction (Direction 3) 
 

 
Figure A4. ANOVA table for Ra values (µin) of all samples for inteterior tooth profile 

perpendicular to build direction (Direction 4) 
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Figure A5. ANOVA table for Ra values (µin) of all samples of exterior tooth profile parallel to 
build direction (Direction 5) 

Figure A6. Categorigal regression for Ra values (µin) of all samples of all five directions 
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Figure A7. ANOVA table for Rz values (µin) of all samples for exterior surface parallel to build 
direction (Direction 1) 

Figure A8. ANOVA table for Rz values (µin) of all samples for exterior surface perpendicular to 
build direction (Direction 2) 
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Figure A9. ANOVA table for Rz values (µin) of all samples for inteterior tooth profile parallel 
to build direction (Direction 3) 

Figure A10. ANOVA table for Rz values (µin) of all samples for inteterior tooth profile 
perpendicular to build direction (Direction 4) 
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Figure A11. ANOVA table for Rz values (µin) of all samples for exterior tooth profile parallel 
to build direction (Direction 5) 

Figure A12. Categorigal regression for Rz values (µin) of all samples of all five directions 
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